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I. Introductory Statement 

Because this instant action may ewe Significances not immediately 

eoparent plaintiff elects, whether or not strictly required of him es 

a matter of law, to address each and every point, Quotation, argument, 

Suggestion or innuendo by defendants and their counsel, The court is 

respectfully asked to bear in mind that what is sought in this action 

is access to the most basic public evidence, officiel exhibits, in the 

investigation of the assassination of a President, Despite defendants? 

elaborate effects to convey a contrary impression, neither here nor on 

any prior occasion has plaintiff sought more than this simple thing: access 

to this official, public evidence, . es 

As a matter of fact and reality, although there was a Presidential 

Commission appointed to investigate and deliberate, the actual investi- 

Setion was conducted by the Department of Justice, which is defendants! 

counsel in this instant action, fhe Commission never at any time hed S 0 
much as a single investigator of its own, Of the investigation, 100%   

was done by the executive branch of the government. This investigetion 
      

began a week before the Commission wes appointed, Almost all of it   

was by the Department of Justice, 

The Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigetion testified to 
this before the Commission (Hearings, Vol. 5, pp. 98.9): 

“hen President Johnson returned to Washington he Communicated with me within the first elt hours, and asked the Bureau to pick up the investigation of the assassination because, as you are aware, there is no federal jurisdiction for such an investigation, L immediately assigned e special force, . .to initiate the investi. getion and to get all the details ana Facts concerning it...and I would say we hed about 150 men at that time working on the report in the field, and at Washington, D.c. , " 

@ ° 

. 
Here the director refers to the immediete manpower only, Actually, 

@ much larger number of FBI agents and technicians was involved in the 
investigation, 

The director was less than forthright in this testimony, for without 
awaiting instructions from the President, he launched his agents into 
the investigation immediately, They participated in the first and ell



Administrator to "exercise" with respect to such deposits "ell the functions 

and responsibilities otherwise vested in him perteining to Federal records 

or otner docunentary materials in his custody or under his control,” 

This, again, perfectly fits the official-~evidence description of that of 

which plaintiff seeks copies, ‘ne other sentence with that from which the 

foregoing is Quoted also precegds the selective quotation of this section 

by defendents, That stipulates that the Administrator "shall take steps 

to secure to the Government, as far as possible, the right to have continuous 

and permanent possession of the materials." ‘his is not to suggest thet 

the Government has disposed of them, but it is relevant in terms of the 

executive order of two days later, requiring that all of the evidence 

about the assassination be kept together es a unit, under the Archivist, 

The spirit of the law is also suggested by the next (ad) languege, 
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u which authorizes the Administrator to "cooperate with or assist" any "cuelif: 

individual to further or conduct study or research" in such deposits, 

But there is nothing sought that is contrary to the restrictions of 

the contract, were it to be valid, for thet reolesires access to plaintir?, 

hence the only purposes of the foregoing citations by defendants are not 

those pretended, 

What next follows is reference to the published rules promulgated by 

the Administrator, again earlier dealt with. These are presented to this 

Court as the "Significant portions of GSA regulations", In the light of 

wheat plaintiff has earlier quoted thet defendants omitted of these regule- 

tions, and their requirement of access and copying, including the duplicetinsg 

of existing photographs end the making of those that do not exist, 

defendants’ description would seem to be & Sonewhat exfuberant, All reference 

to the directly applicable citations presented by plaintiff in the fore. 

going, all references to the regulations relating to this material in 

icular, and, of course, all references to Attorney General's Memorandum 
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! 
ot xy e or Uj, U.S.C. 2901 are excluded by defendants, Selective cuctat: 3. ion is 

alculated to carry the misrepreentation of defendants! non-definition of 
" it . . : records’ further end to perpetuate the misrepresentation of the provisions 

of the fanily contract,



Exhaust the Available (sic) Adrinistretive Remedies,” 

Following the edited quotation from the regulations, where the 

responsibilities imposed upon defendants and the recuirenent that they 

act “promptly” ere elimineted, this section concludes with the stringing 

together of several falsehoods, Eaving deceived this Court with the fals 

pretense that plaintiff did not appeal, defendants here perpetrate further 

deception in alleging “there has been no denial" To this they add that 

because the Assistant Administrator for Administration just didntt do what 

the regulations require of him, "plaintiff fails, first, to state a clain 

under 50.8.C,. 552 and, secmd, to establish he had exhausted available 

administrative remedies," 

This is pure Orwell. But it need not rest on defendants! attempt to 

deceive alone, If defendants had supplied a single one of the pictures 

plaintiff reavested in all those letters, repeated in his June 20 appeal, 

is there any dcubt that defendants would have given this Court copies of 

the covering letters or a tra anscript of the copying charges against 

plaintiffts deposit account? Plaintiff did exhaust his remedies me did 

appeal, He was rejected, 

Yet all this deception is not enough for defendants, ‘hey also 

i misrepresent the law. The law imposes the burden of proof upon defendants, 

not plaintiff, It is not, under this law, incumbent upon plaintiff "to 
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 establish he has exhausted available administrative remedies," It | 

inewabent upon defendants that they prove plaintiff did not, 

And they do not, because it is not so, 

"BY is titled, "Defendants! Refusal to Permit Sxeminetion end 

Photgraphing of the Articles is a Discretionary Act Created by Statue end 

Gave pear. TES te ay a iN qi Fe : e : : . Agreement With the Donors," Beginning with thismsrepresentation, almost 

all is irrelevant and contrived to appear legitimate, All the citetions 

9 f what superficially seems relevant and authoritetive is not, The title 

is the misrepresentation that is designed to mislead the Court, The misuse bh
 

te. ° sn : of “Exeninetion" has already been exposed, Ppleintiff neither asked nor 

wants to toy with such grim evidence, "Photographing" here is misused as



atad earlier, where it was more explicitly but not less false-‘end repeatedly 

alleged that plaintiff wants to do the photographing personally. ‘The 

facts are clear and set forth above, Plaintiff hes in the sense here 

used by defendents not esied what they say, He has asked, as misued here, 

for no more than the taking of photgraphs to suit his needs. This, despite 

all the pseudo-scholarly citations, is specified by both regulation and 

the contract, 

Further hearing on defendants! intent to mislead the Court is the 

fact that what plaintiff really asked, not what is here oe eens 

as his requests, was done for enot her, the Columbia Broadcasting System, so 

that even if these were valid citetions of plaintiff's recuests and of: 

regulations, contract, etc,, they are irrelevant and immateriel because 

defendants have already established practice contrary to the representa. 

tion here made, 

Moreover, this cannot address and does mt mention une aque stion or 

plaintiff's requests for copies of the existing PLC oUneS that defendants 

refused, 

Here again there is the suggestion that the f emily is the cause of 

the suppression called "denial", and this section is heavy on that, Eut 
the reality is that the family itself stipulated "access" to those described 

in a manner so closely fitting plaintiff's qualification that the point is 

shunned by defendants, The only exemption is "$0 prevent undignified or 

sensational use." As has been seen, defendants raise heither this point 

nor that of plaintiff's meeting the definition, They feel safer hinting 

at the deception, Enowing that the burden of proof is upon them and not 

making claim that Cie. t qualifi LESS he “e king aim cnet Gerenctemt is not qualified for access or that he will mate 

undignified use of the evidence he seeks, there is a lack of genuineness 

im selective quotation that amounts to misrepresentation of the contract, 

The inference of inending pre judicial misuse does not appear to be without 

warrant, Such reference to the alleged provisions of the contract by 

those who would not accept plaintiffts reiterated challenge#s to show 

either that plaintiff would use these pictures in such a fashion or even 

that those he asked were Capable of such misuse should eliminate any doubt 

this score,



And entirely opposite the description of “proscriptions" of the 

contract (p.7), aside from the "access" stipulated in I (1) (b), section 

; ; F i , ‘ : 
VI specifies: that one of its purposes is to provide" for "use" of the 

described material, officiel evidence, 

Ss virtue, defendants can ley cleim to being virtucus tH
 

9 If consistency 

Ped 

In the last section they persist in selective misquotation, albeit not 

too imaginatively. “The Mennedy Clothing is not a trecord! within the 

meaning of 5 U.S.C. 552", they entitle this part, They begin with an 

even more bobtailed version of li u.S,S, 3301, presenting it thus: 

“specifica ally indicates 'Library and museum material... acquired 

and preserved solely for reference , . . are not included! in the 
Gefinition of 'trecordst, . 

Photogrraphs are not of this character, Nor, for that matter, are Br ap 9 3 

SMM 

the cjiects of official evidence of which plaintiff seeks photograpns. 

However, defendants are determined to foist off such an interpretation. 

The citation of a few of the carefully-deleted provisions of section 3301 

will limn this design. 

However. in even this briefest version, the language of the statute $ $ © 

“specifically indicates" 
newer 

precludes honest use of such incompatible words as 

  

Defendants! version requires for its applicability that this "material" 

(which is not what plaintiff seeks, photographs being that) must have been 

i . i aa, i "escquired end preserved solely for reference , which the contract negates, iY 

  

It simply isntt true, 

cr
 

"andi §0
 The first listing of what is encompessed by "records" doesn't 

but specifies "photographs", This is followed by language that encompasses 

the originals of the evidence," regerdless of physical form of cherac. 

ristics," 

What was eliminated after Npeference!! is even more categorically 

refuted by the contract, and since only two words ere involved, the dominst 

" consideration was not likely space. Those two words are "or exhibition", 

Quite clearly, the garments were not "received" by an egency of the United 

  

Stetes Government ...solely for reference or exhibition purposes, both 
eee ctneetreae 

being Specifical banned in the contract, None of the rest of this Ly



section, already cived, is congenial to Gefencents! distortions end mis. 

representations, While pleintiff does not seek the clotning, wenting 

sonly certain pictures, the language of this statute does not in any sense 

define the clothing itself as not "records", Perticulerly when it is 

official evidence “made or received by an agency of the United States 

Government in connection with the trensaction of public business and 

preserved or appropriate for preservation by that agency or its legitimete 

Successor as evidence of the organization, functions, policies, procedures, 

operations, or other activities of the Government or beceuse of the informe 

tional value of deta in them." 

All of this precedids the out-of. context language beginning “library 

" end museum material... and was onmpited by defendants, 

This passege is auoted in the Attorney General's Memorandum (p. 23) 

‘aS is what follows: 

"Tt is evident from the legislative histo y of Public Law €¢-1:87 
upon the concept that aveilability shell include HE righs to a 
copy, thet the term trecordst in Subsection (c) does not include 
objects or a Le }eS such as structures, furniture,pe einbings, sculpture, 
three.dimensional models, vehicles, equipment, whatever their 
i. fl _ 

Histovic ValuG oF Value as evid { 
ee
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Now, whet this provision can fairly be interpreted as covering is 

such things as the “hite House, the Iwo Jima statue, George Washinston's 

éesk, General Pershung 's automobile, or the first snece cepsule. None of 

these does plaintiff seek, 

Obviously, the photographs are not "objects" within this definition, 
5 

Nor, for thet matter,is the clothing, 

This appears to be the basis for the allesstion of lack of juris 

diction in the "Answer", for defendants here argue, for ell the world as 

though plaintiff did ask for the ihite House,or General Pershing's car, 

or the Iwo Jima statue, that not the photogrephs plaintiff seeks but the 

clothing is a structure, furniture, painting, sculpture, three.dimensional 

model, vehicles, equipment" and thus it is “obvious" the photographs ere 

"not such trecordst which this court has jurisdiction to compel the 

defendants to produce or not withhold,"



~ 
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having the word of defendants and their eminent counsel, the Depar 

ment of Justice, that photogrepbs are bulldozers, which is et least ‘es 

binding legally as that cabbaces are kings, plaintiff respectfully suggest: 

this subsection night more aptly have been titled "The Lincoln Meroriel 
iS not a trecord! within 5 U.S8.c, 552," 

Eowuever, it seems nonetheless eppropriate to call the attention of - 
the Court to the description of the donation from the contract, Compleint 

bs xhibits A and F end now defendentst axhibit 3 as part of Dr, Rhoedst 
affidavit (p.12), The description theCourt will note, is not a jacxet, 
a shirt and a tie but: 

"Clothing and personal effects of the late President identified by the following exhibit numbers releting to the Presidentts Commission on the Assassination of President iennedy; Commission Exhibits Nos, 393, 394, 395, FBI Exhibit Nos, C26, C27, C28, C30, 633, C34, C35, C36," 
this is no more the description of mementos than of bulldozers, 

The Department of Justice has another way of informing this Court more 
honestly whether the above.tebulated exhibits ere, within the meening of 

ut cn . : n 
the law, "records, The Atsorney General issued an Bxecutive Crden es 
October 31, 1966, (Complaint Exhibst EB), The third paragraph describes 
whet is to become part of "the entire body of evidence". 

"The items acquired hereunder are more particularly described in the appendix ennexed to and meade a pert of this notice, 

On page 13971 of that issue of the Federal Register, in this ennex, 

~.
 appears: [Sef be rs/ 

"FEI exhibit No, C26-C28, C30, 033-36" followed by the descrivtion 
"Clothing and personal effects of President iennedy," 

This, as previously noted, Superceded the femily contract by two days, 
If the photographs that plaintiff seeks could ever have been covered 

by the descriptions of Structures, furniture, veghicies, equiprient end the 
like, as assuredly it never could, the Atsvorney General himself took any 
possibility away by executive order on October 31, 1966; on that date the 
items of the contract becane pert of the "entire body of evidence", the 
records of the Presidentts Commission, Storea at the Nati onal Archives, 
they are there required to be available to those who Qualify, of whon 

. pleintiff is one,



What pleintiff believes th foregoing itemization cf e11 of 

defendantst citations and compering then with whet they pretend to Guove 

with fidelity (is there any other manner in which citation is permitted 

to a Federal Courte) and what they allege to interpret faithfully (is arc; 

other kind acceptable or proper to a Federal Courts), with a-fey edditiors 
of whet was smoothly omitted from the consideration of this Court (end cer 
it be believed that the Department of Justice does not know.the lew 4% 

administers?) show that 

there is no single fair, honest or complete recitation of any Single provision of any lew or regulation defendants cited to this Court; 

there is not a single feir or honest interpretation of any of thelews onregulations cited by defendents to this Court; 

there was considerable omission from what defendants presented for the consideration of this Court as the relevant law and regulations, 

Plaintiff, a writer, not a lawyer, believes thet when it is the 

function of the Department of Justice to essure all citizens of ell their 

rights, one of the most basic of which is that to public information, 

without which the rights bestowed in the First Amendment bf severely 

restricted, such transparent tampering with the law and so obytous an 

attempt te nullify it (by no means en isolated case under 5 U.S.C, 552) 

represents e conscious effort to defreud plaintiff and deceive this Court 

With no single exception, all defendants! citations, in their unelteres 
complete form, establish that, as pleintirr alleged, there is no senuire 
question es to any material fact and he is entitled to jucgment in his 

favor as a matter of Lav.



Exhibit List 

Exhibit Nebeserlption 

ds Archives Regulations ex Warren Coumission Lvidexce 

2 Weisberg letter ef 6/20/70 
3 Paces from Departaemt of Justice Penel Report en Autepsy of President) Kennedy 

4 Pages Dine Warres Report | 

5 Page 1 of Weindicust letter ef 7/6/10 
6 Page 8 of Rhgads affidevit in eens 
7 Page 2 n n Jw 

8 Page 4 " tt tt 

9 Page 3 n " : 8 

10 Weisberg affidavit, 2/8/71 
ll Weisherg letter to Werdig, 2/8/71 (same as 26) 
12 Weisberg letter to Rhoads, 12/1/71 
13 Rhosds letter to Weisberg, 1/22/70 
14 Weisberg letter te Rhoads, 1/27/70 
15 Rhoads letter to Weisberg, 3/12/70 
16 Weisberg letter to Rhoads, 3/13/70 
17 “5% 3/19/70 
18 Rheads letter to Heisberg, fis 
19 Amgel letter te Weisberg, 8 19/70 (19A is respoxse) 
20 Angel letter to Weisberg, ft 0 
21 eisberg letter te Angel, 9/15 
22 eineae letter te Weisberg, 10 A 
25 Jebnsen letter te Weisberg, 2/11/71 
24 Weisberg letter te Jehneon, 1/13/71 
25 Weisberg letter to Werdig, 2/5/71 
26 Weisberg letter te Werdig, 2/8/71 (seme as 11) 
27 Clipping frem Washingten Post, 2/t/T1 
28 Federal Register, wo 13971



The two remeining number peramrephs heve elready been dealt with, 

There is genuine disagreement as to their genuinely misrepresenteative 

character, 

Defendants "“Nemorandun of Points and Authorities" 

This is an exceedingly selective suobation, misquotetion and omission 

of the known and relevent law, reguletions and other claimed authorities, 

"Preliminary Statement" 

Defendants! opening words ere, "Plaintiff, an euthor..." Yet when 

plaintiff made this simple statement of fact in his complaint, fact well 

known to defendants and their counsel, in what.they styled their "Answer", 

this appears: . 

"2, Defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief as to the truth of the allegations..." 

If this may appear as a minor point end minor criticism, on several 

counts it is not. The first count is the truthfulness of defendants’ 

and their counsel and what credence this Court has basis for giving their 

words to it. In a lengthy and detailed affidavit attached to plaintirfis 

Motion for Summary Judgment, plaintiff set forth just how well and for how 

long both defendants and their counsel in particular, at both the Depertment 

of Justice and in the office of the United States Attorney, well knew that 

plaintiff is an author, So, they here admit the falsity of their "answer", 

But there was point in this felsity of the "Answer", Defendants claim 

there is validity to the family agreement, which would limit access to 

those with proper credentials, described eas "A y serious scholar or investi- 

gator of matters relating to the death of the late President for purposes 

relevant to his study thereof", Thus, an objective can be attributed to 

the initiel falsehood to this Court, enother link in the chain of official 

suppression, an attempt to pretend that plaintiff did not, to defendantst 

knowledge, meet the claimed requirements of this said contract, | 

The misrepresentation in the words that follow, alleging that what 

pleintiff seeks in this instant ection is that under the law he wants 

"to examine and photograph, at his expense, certain items of clothing worn



by the President", in part has been dealt with, First, this eliminates 

again from the Court's consideration plaintiff's first request, for copies 

of the existing phot ographs Second, when long ego plaintiff wes denied 

permission to view - not to handle ~ some of the garments, which are 

officiel evidence, he changed this request to other than is here represents: 

Plaintiff never asked to take his own pictures, never asked to be his own 

photographer, never asked permission to bring his own photographer to teke 

these pictures for him, The record set forth above is beyond ecuivocatior, 

and it is entirely Sopsionens with practice and regulations, Plaintiff 

asked that defendants take these pictures for him, and the only “exeminatic: 

required under these conditions is only what is sufficient to direct the 

taking of pictures and to determine which are or mey not be necessery to 

plaintiff's study and investigation. 

Moreover, the sense in which defendants employ "examine" here makes it 

eppear that pleintiff has the desire or intent of handling the germents, 

a misrepresentation carried further in defendants! =xhibit 3, es outlined 

above, to make it appear that pleintiff's interest is morbid, the insulting 

language of this affidavit being (p.l:) "for the purpose of satisfying 

personal curioffsity vather than for research purposes", bracketed with the 

nasty inhendo, "eny research purposes he mey have in mind", (Emphasis added 

If there is any fact about this particuler archive of which the effier: 

was entitled to have no doubt, it is the extent and seriousness of plaintir: 

research and objectives, And if counsel who drafted this tricky languege 

with which to attempt to prejudice the Court had read the eforecited 

correspondence, they also could have been without any doubt and had to 

have been making conscious misrepresentation and pre judicial statements, 

The contentions that follow are three in number, false and contradic. 

tory. The first is that pleintiff "has failed to exhaust those edminis- 

trative remedies aveilable to bin". Thet pleintiff did exhaust himself 

in this exhausting is already established, The ruth is thet defendents 

first ignored plaintiffts less formel appeals, then ignored his formal 

appeal for three months, then failed to comply with their own regulaticns,



Mean 
ele 
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es of now for about en additional five months, +hese require thet “i che 

denial is sustained, the matter will be submitted promptiy...to the Assis. 

tant Administrator for Administration, whose ruling thereon will be furnishe 

in writing to the person requesting the records . (Emphasis added) We 

return to this, 

There seems to be contradiction here with the wording of the Motion, 

"that he states a claim upon which relief cannot be granted", Here it is 

tt said only that plaintiff “is not entitled to the relief he seeks" because 

he alleged] hes "Wf ei Led to exhaust those administrative remedies available So 

a to him", which means that this relief is available upon the exhausting of 

ce Pe
s those remedies, Moreover, as has been shown, the Department of Just 

gave exactly this "relief" and defendants themselves gave exactly this 

"relief" to another, the Columbia Broadcasting System, | 

The second is phrased in this prejudicial and unwarranted menner: 

"2)the refusal of defendants to permit plaintiff to do whet he desires 

regarding these articles is an exercise of discretion committed to the 

defendants by statute and an agreement" with the femily. 

Q@
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 The intent to prejudice here is transparent, "Do what he a 

S consistent with other such irfiendos already cited, all f
e
e
 Again, this 

intended to mislead the Court into the unjustified belief that plaintiff 

has illicit purposes or poses some jeopardy to the safety of the garments, 

Plaintiff "gesires" no more than photographs, those existing and those he 

asks defendents to make for him, Any contrary representation is deliberete 

deception, 

Where the meaning of the statuwé and contract are addressed further by 

defendants, to the degree plaintiff may not heave, he will, This is also 

true of the third contention, "3) the articles which plaintiff seeks to 

examine are not 'records! as contemplated by Congress to be within the 

purview of 5 U.S.C. 552," Here, still again, plaintiff must assert that 

his purposes are not to have the articles or in the sense used, to "examine" 

them, His request is for photographs, no more, and on this score he again



elleges the intent to deceive. What plainsiff sees is shorn elsevhers to 

. Moe ls 7 AAPS wees 

in every sense be “records within all legal definitions, 

Defendants! "II, Pertinent Statutes and Regulations" 

Stetutes ond regulations are elso quoted by defendants in eee 

Argument", in subsections A, B and C, In subsection 8, the family contract 

is quoted as having the effect of both law and regulation, Here plaintiff 

addresses these citations in their order of appearance. 

First quoted in full, is whet "Phe Public Information Act" allegedly 

provides: 

"t¥(a) (3) . . « each agency, on reavest for identifiable records 

made in accordance with buble shed rules... shall make the records 

promptly available to a person. (n complaint, the district court... 

hes juris sdiction to aden the agency from withholding esency 

records and to order the production of any agency records 4 armproper ly 

Withheld ,..! 

  

  

(b) This section does not apply to matters that are - 

(3} specifically exempt from disclosure by statute oe B Ueeaen 

52, Pub. b. 90-23 [emphasis edded\" WW 
C4
 

ust what is alleged to be "specifically exept from disclosure by 

statute" is not stated but is implied, Nothing plaintift seeks has such 

specific statutory exemption. There is no law that exempts such photo. 

graphs from disclosure, There is no law providing that Warren Commission 

evidence may not be photographed. ‘there is no law saying that clothing 

including that of the President, cannot be photographed, ‘here is no lex 

saying that donations to the Government may not be photographed, The Law 

under which this donation was made has no such provision, And there is 

a contract under that law, the said contract specifically providing 

that photographs will be made, Perhaps these things account for the totel 

absence of any explanation of the claim to the third exemption provided 

by 5 U.S.C, 552, Particulerly with the burden of proof on defendants under 

5 U.S.C, 552 is the mere essertion of the exemption at best dubious, It 

also helps explain the coritinuous’ misrepresentation of what defendants 

have refused plaintiff, which is no more than photographs, and photograpns 

: 3 “ eink { 
are included specifically in all definitions of "records",



The law does provide eight other Specific exemptions, each defined 

with care, Defendants do not claim exemption under any one of then, 

Howe ver ,' this citation would appear to confront defendants with a 

certain looseness. in languege if not outright discrepancy. Here the 

language of the law giving this Court jurisdiction is admitted, But in 

their "Answer" defendants, under “Second defense", alleged quite the 

opposite, denying the jurisdiction of this Court, 

The full Language of this partly~quoted provision is not so long it 

could not have been quoted in full on thet count. If the Court can ignore 

defendants' adding of wrong emphasis, what was omitted may be informative. 

The very beginning, not quoted, is, "(a) Each agency shall make avail. 

able to the public information as follows:", thus, this section of the,les 

“really says that its purpose is to provide for information to be mede 

available to the public, not for withholding information. The emphasis   

defendents added tends to distort this to those who do not reed the entire 

section, 

The third excision deletes the proof that is contrary to the pretense 

of the "Answer" end declares that this Court does have jurisdiction, 

The fourth includes this language, which should not have been omitted: 

"end the burden of proof is on the agency to sustain its ection..." 
A relevant provision not cited and tending to support the belief 

that quotation was selective and the emphasis edded unfaithfully is what 

immediately follows the listing of the exemptions, 

"(c) THis section does not euthorize the withholding of information -or limit the availability of records to the public, except as specifically stated in this section," 

Defendants’ next citation is of hl U.Sic, 3301. Again, false emphasis 
edded and especially in the context of the distortion by the edding of 

felse emphasis are the excisions significant: As here quoted by defendants, 

this is what lh U.S.C, 3301 Says: | 

"As used in this chapter, 'recordst includes all books, paper, maps, photographs, or other documentary materials .., Library and museum materiel made or acquirea ana preserved Solely for reference ee 
ee ee ie clodntietebl SI Bel il or exhibit’ purposes . . . are not included See Ye eer 

  

 



While it would seem that this is acknowledgment, obfuscated and 

  

hidden by false emphasis, that the legal definition of "records" specitical 

-ineludes what plaintitt seeks, photographs, and there is no genuine issue 

as to any material fact, the purpose of the distortion by emphasis end the 

content of what is removed from the consideration of the Court should be 

“recorded, Defendants! purpose is simple: to misidentify this official 

evidence as something other then what it is and hence, somehow, immune. 

This is semantical trickery. If, as defendants claim, the contract is 

valid, then none of these considerations are relevant, for that contract, 

except as quoted above, limits use to scholarship and investigation, 

The added emphasis is to what is precluded by that contract and therefore 

deceptive as well as irrelevant, 

Where defendants seek to make different use of this identical provisio) 

end there (p.3) identifying it other than as 4k U.S.C. 3301, calling it 

"Section 1 of the Act of July 7, 1943, 57 stat, 380", what is here omitted 

is included, The relevance of the words of Section 3301 as they define 

records and hence in this instant action do not reonins the addition of 

emphasis, What was omitted . most of the provision ~ reads: 

" pegardless of physical form or characteristics, made or 
recorded by an agency of the United Stetes Government under 
Federal lew or in connection with the transaction of public 
business and preserved. or appropriate for preservation by 
that agency or its legitimate successor as evidence of the 
organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures, 
operetions or other activities of the Government or becsuse 
of the informetional value of data in them," 

Nothing could possibly better describe as "records" what plaintiff 

seeks, which appears to have been enough reason for deletion in quotation. 

This even defines the clothing of which plaintiff seeks photographs as 

"records", beginning with what defendants eliminated, "regardless of 

physical form or characteristics," : 

Defendants second citation _is prefaced by these words: 

"Although the Public Information Act does not specifically 
define the word irecordst, predecessor legislation within the 
ken of the 90th Congress did,"



What defendants did not desire to trouble this Court with is what the 

Attorney General's Memorandum says on this point, which is (p.23) that: 

"in connection with the treatment of official records by the 
Notionel Archives, Congress defines the term 

and then the citation of what, after publication of this Memorandun, 

became lh y.S.C. 3301. . 

Thus, in pretending a non-existent exemption on the fictit}ious ground 

that the photographs plaintiff seeks are not record, defendants edited 

their quotation of the law in what seems like a transparent misrepre sentatior 

and deception, 

And, by elimination of the relevant reference to the Attorney General's 

Memorandum, (and its statement thet "records" is defined for the National | 

Archives. and as plaintiff alleges) also éliminated was what also appears 

at that point in it: 

"availability shall include the right to a copy..." 

which is precisely what defendants deny plaintiff, copies, copies of 

photographs been all plaintiff seeks, 

Based upon this carving of the law to male it seem that whet pleaintirr 

seeks is not records, whereas it is, defendants follow immediately with 

equally selective citation and editing relating to ll U.S,c. 2107 and 2108(c) 

The significance of defendants! withholding from the Court the auite 

specific provisions of another section of this same law, 2901, which | 

defines "records" aS relating to defendents end includes precisely what 

plaintiff seeks and directs the providing of copies thereof, has already 

been cited, 

What here is withheld from the Court with regard to section 2107 is 

what is relevant because of defendants! claim that the family contract is 

valid and binding, and that is the "restrictions agreeable to the Adminis. 

trator as to their use", "use", not withholding. The contract provides 

that access be granted to certain persons, the definition including 

plaintiff, without citing this provision of the contract, I (1) (b), 
this quotation amounts to a misquotation, for it has meaning directly 

opposite that sought to be imparted to it. 

Wheat is eliminated fron section 2108 (c) is the authorization to the



Administrator to “exercise” with respect to such deposits "ell the functions 

end responsibilities otherwise vested in him pertaining to Federal records 

or other SpCuREneTy 2 materials in his custod ae or under his control." 

This, again, perfectly fits the official.e vidence description of that of 

which plaintiff seeks copies. (ne other sentence with thet from which th 

foregoing is quoted also precegds the selective quotation of this section 

by defendants, That stipulates that the Administrator "shall take steps 

to secure to the Government, as fer as possible, the right to have continuous 

and permanent possession of the materials." ‘his is not to suggest that 

the Government has disposed of them, but it is relevant in terms of the 

executive order of two days later, requiring that all of the evidence 

about the assassination be kept together es a unit, under the Archivist. 

The spirit of the law is also suggested by the next (a) language, 

which authorizes the Administrator to "cocperate with or assist” any "cualifi 

individual fo furtion or conduct study or research" in such deposits, 

But there is nothing sought that is contrary to the restrictions of 

the contract, were it to be valid, for that requesires access to plaintiz?, 

hence the only purposes of the foregoing citetions by defendants ere not 

those pretended, 

What next follows is reference to the published rules promulgated b 

the Administrator, again earlier dealt with, These are presented to this 

Court as the "Significant portions of GSA regulations", In the light of 

what plaintiff has earlier quoted thet defendants omitted of these rez gule. 

tions, and their requirement of access and copying, including the dupliceting 

of existing photographs end the meltr= of those that do not exist, 

defendants! desesaption would seem to be = Sonewhat exfuberant., All referencs 

to the directly epplicable citations presented by plainti in the fore. 

going, all veterences to the regulations relating to this material in 
pervicular, and, of course, all references to Attorney General's Memorendum 

I ULS,C, e901 are excluded by defendants, Selective Guotation is 

calculated to carry the misreprsentation of defendants! non.~definition of \ 
eg = I , ; records” further and to perpetuate the misrepresentation of the provisions 
of the family contract,



"Appeals within GSA" is quoted from these regulations, without eny 

explanation being made, thus for the epparent and false purpose of sucgesting 

thet plaintiff did not make the appeal reauired by this reguletion, which 

he aid, 

© Likewise is there no relevence to the next cuotetion from these 

- ve A ro tne t 
reguletions, "Donated Historical Meterials, with the Gcuoted perts seying 

only thet "public use" is restricted by "all conditions specified by the 

donor,..". This, agein, is without elucidation, which can, perhaps, best 

be explained by the repetition of the donor's stipulation of access to 

those like plaintiff under I (1) (bd). | 

The purpose of including irrelevant citations of regulations and 

eliminating the relevant, and entitling this the "significant" part of the 

regulations, all without explanetion to the Court, even the inclusion of 

what means theopposite of the meaning sought to be imparted by earlier 

misrepresentations, is not inconsistent with the intent to misinform the 

Court and deny plaintiff his rights, It is consistent with plaintiff's 

serious accusations, 

Defendants! "Areument" 

This section is divided into three parts, each with a letter identi- 

fication, 

"A" alleges "Plaintiff Has Failed to Exhaust the Aveilable 

Administrative Remedies", This might better have been titled "Orwell 1971". 

The intent to deceive is apparent, for even the fact that plaintiff aid 

appeal is hidden from the Court, There are entirely unexplained quotations 

from a selection of defendants! regulations beginning on the preceeding 

page. These specify that an appeal is required, There is the headline, 

"Appeals Within GSA." Therefore, in order to falsely allege failure to 

exhaust administrative remedy, and consistent with intent to deceive the 

Court, plaintiff's appeal, Jabelled "appeal" and in the form of an appeal, 

is carefully described as other than plaintiffts appeal, The intent to 

deceive and misrepresent begins with the opening general reference to the 

> TV¢ i e " + . requirement of the regulations and procedures to be followed when &



a reguost,,. was denied," At no point is this Court told thet plaintiff 
| caheaetenententienteahdamnanmn’ beniatamtanetenaanated 

did appeel and ves denied, Perhaps it is the sincere official devotion 

  

a to perfecting this misrepresentation that led to the misdating of plaintiff 

appeal to June “6, 1970, whereas it was actually made June 20. The appeal 

is referred to as norpre than a casual "letter", the consistent reference 

to it. But plaintiff did, ah DB, Label it as his appeal ("Herewith I 

appeal...) from rejected requests, When @ombined with the misrepresente. 

tions, misinterpretations and omissions already cited from both the appeal 

and its rejection, therecan be little doubt of defendants! intent, 

Even the conclusion of this section hides the fact of plaintiff's 

studious and careful compliance with the regulations, seying not that there 

had been an appeal and it had been denied but that "There has been no 

denial of plaintiff's requests contained in his letter ef June 20, 1970", 

which in and of itself also is false, 

If defendants really believed this to be the case, their first 

response to plaintiff's compleint, rather than the invitetion to the 

unnecessary hearing that their "Answer" was, would heave been a motion to 

dismiss on the ground the issue was moot, the request complied with, 

Knowing that plaintiff did appeal, defendants leter (p.6), invoke 

another provision of these unexplained regulations appearing on page four, 

That, however, is the requirement imposed by their regulations upon 

a 
defendants, 

ae "Tf the denial is sustained, the matter will be submitted promptly 
by the Director of Informetion to the Assistant Administrator for 
Administration, whose ruling thereon will be furnished in writing 
to the person requesting the records,” 

AS quoted on page six, two things are omitted, First is the recuir e. 

ment of processing the appeal within the agency, that is, that the Director 

of Information of GSA will send it to the Assistent Administrator for 

cr
 Administration; end second, that this be done "promptly", Consistent with 

these omissions and defendentst failure to comply with their own regula. 

S the deliberate misrepresentation of what this means, It Ss made bs
 I-

 tions, : 

to appear aS plaintiffts fault, It is actually alleged, albeit with 

cr
 less heavy~handedness, that because defendants violated their oun regula- 

tions to deny plaintiff his rights under them, "Plaintiff Has Feiled to



the Department of Justice, as counsel for defendants in this 

instant action, alleges plaintiff is not entitled to what he seeks, 

contending it ‘is precluded by lew, reguletion and this seid GSA-fenily 

contract, and that the relief pleintiff seeks cannot be granted, thus 

counselling defendants not to provide plaintiff with copies of the 

pictures he seeks, | 

fhe Department of Justice, as counsel to the Secret Service, 

counsels the Secret Service not to provide plaintiff with that public 

information it has that is relevant to the photographs plaintiff seeks, 

photographs of evidence covered by a Secret Service document and formerly 

in Secret Service possession, 

Having counselled everyone else to sive plaintiff nothing, the 

same Department of Justice promptly and without any question ordispute 

Sives plaintiff everything relevant it has for which pleintiff asks, 

four such photographs. So anxious wes the Department to provide these   

photographs to plaintiff that with respect to the last three it did 

not require either the execution of the prescribed forms or even paymcns 

of the cost of copying. 

While neither the execution of. the forms nor payment by the press 

for copies of photogrephs is required by law or practice, plaintiff 

asks this Court to take note that in no other case would the Departnent 
respond to any of pleintiffts requests without insisting upon the 
execution of the forms, accompanied by advance payment, and that in 
another case before this Court, C.A. 718-70, when the Department 
belatedly complied as an alternative to trial, it would not provide 
any copies until payment wes made in advance and éven efser later 
+SSuance of a Summary dudgment never did fully comply. 
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to consideration of these unusuel events should be added still 
another, 

m ns . 7 : . . 
: 

The filing of a Notion to Dismiss or, in the Alternative, for 
sur ar od . a + tn * 2 . “elope . 

unmery dudgment, to the best of plaintiffts knowledge, is the ‘closest



thing to a completely automatic act by the Department of Justice in 

cases brought under this law. Yet in this instent case, and especially 

knowing that plaintiff was without professional counsel, the Department, 

ecting as counsel for defendants, failed to file such a motion. instead 

it filed an tinenen™, which is an invitetion for a full hearing. Lot 

enti Long efter plaintiff filed his Motion for Summary Judgment did 

defendants! instant motion get filed, That was about five months 

efter filing of the complaint. 

Had this case gone to trial - and from the various motions and 

addenda prepared and filed by the Department of Justice - it would 

have been made to appear and is made to appear that everyone besides 

the Department of Justice is suppressing evidence, that the Department 

alone freely made its copies available to plaintiff, and that the 

femily (which would be widely interpreted as meaning the senior male 

member surviving) and the former chairman of the President's Cormission 

above all were responsible for the suppression of this evidence, 

If all of this is subject to sinister interpretation and suggests 

an irreconcilable conflict of interest and possible ulterior purposes, 

two other factors should be considered: that most of the withholding 

was and is by end at the direct order of the Department of Justice; 

and thet neither the senior suriving male member of the femily nor 

the former Chief Justice is a political friend of either the Administratio 

or its attorney General or his Deputy. 

So, while the narrow question before this Court is simple, except 

for the extensive efforts of defendants, meaning, really, the executive 

branch of the Government, to complicate them, and there is no genuine 

issue as to any material fact, the overtones are broad and serious, 

They include the reputations of prominent men, living and dead, the 

right of powerful Government to abuse the powerless individual and deny 

him his rights by assorted improprieties, ranging from delaying tactics 

through distortions of law and regulations, to flagrant imposition 

upon the trust of the Courts and violations of the lew and regulations 

nm 
be



it is the duty and obligation of the Government to uphold, They 

include the suffering of the long-suffering innocent and they can 

influence the futures of important personages, 

Above all, they involve the most basic rights of all Americans 

and the integrity of Government, the law, and in plaintiff'ts 

belief, that of society and possibly its future,



III. Defendants! Citetions, or Telling it Like it isn't 

In any proceeding, to a degree the judge becomes the creature or 

captive of the litigants and is dependant upon theintegrity of their word, 

their citations of law, authority, and most of all, of fact, With regard 

to motions like those of plaintiff's and defendants! now before this Court, 

it seems to plaintiff that this is more than usually true because so much 

depends upon the representations of what is fact and what the law and 

regulations are, particularly as they address the question, is there any 

genuine issue as to any material fact? With both sides alleging there is 

not and each claiming that it is with respect to his Motion that there is 

not, the Cort is thus confronted with choices of which to believe or to 

decide to pallieve neither and set a hearing, 

The disparity between the litigants may tend, adversely influence the 

Court to lean more heavily on the given word of defendants because of their 

high station in both Government and national life, Relatively speaking, 

the defendants are of eminent position and plaintiff is unknown, perheps 

~ wane serene AO 
VEVautkoeo Va ~béa vis Subject of his Lnterest, 

the intensity with which he pursues it, and the passion it engenders in 

him, often reflected in his manner of expression, The choice here is 

between those of high station and known and an unknown, of low station, 

between Government and all its majesty and power and a single stranser to 

the Court and of no spejal importence to it, 

Most of all, before a Court of lew, is this disparity marked when on 

the one side counsel is the United States Department of Justice and the 

United States Attorney and on the other, an ordinary man trying to act 

as his own lawyer, only too aware of the maxim that he who has himself for 

a client has a fool for a client. Plaintiff is aware that the mere length 

of plaintiff's presentation may tend to mark him as a fool, for the amount 

of work therein represented, especially to a man of no means or influence, 

is considerable. The Court may wonder why & nobody would exert this great 

effort, why he considers it worth such effort, or even if it is a rational 

thing to do, Only by reading all these words can the Court form an indepen.



dent opinion, and pleintiff is severe thet even if tke Court hes an interest 

in the subject matter, the volume of these words cen be a severe burden 

upon the Court. Flaintiff has heerd, whether or not rightly, thet the 

Court is not required to read the various pepers presented to it and thet 

brevity is therefor its own merit, Perhaps when the opposing counsel in 

this instent case are so markedly unequal, on the one side all the legal 

Gretna, resources end capabilities of the most powerful government in 

Navecosee bearing with them the full accreditation of the highest federal 

reputation in the law, and on the other a non~lawyer, a mere minor scrivener 

may this volume alone be an insurmountable liebility to plaintiff, 

But it is precisely these inequalities, plus the regard plaintiff hes 

for the subject matter, Sanctity of the law end the integrity of society, 

that impels him to take this time, make this costly effort, If plaintiff 

is to prevail, as he believes he shovld and must, fact and law being as he, 

not those who represent the exelted, tell this Court, the only way he can 

overcome these liabilities is by running the risk of a mountain of words 

im the hope thet the Court will undertake to mine the gem of truth, 

There is no way in which plaintiff can Surmount his hendicavs except 

by making as complete e record as is within his capability. This he attemeots 

To shat end, he herewith addresses the integrity of defendants! representa. 

tions of fact, law and regulation, hoping that with no time for review his 
mind is still able to recall what hes already been addressed and to be 
able to spare the Court needless repetition, 

Moreover, plaintiff has laid Serious charges against defendants and 
their counsel, ranging from simple omission (which, to a Court of law, 
plaintiff regards as a Culpable thing if it is, as plaintiff believes, 
deliberate), through omission that amounts to deliberate misrepresentation, 
deception of the Court, an attempt to defraud plaintiff, and false swearing 
that can constitute perjury. Because these are such serious charges, it 
is incumbent upon plaintiff to put this Court in a position te make 
independent assessment of the credibility of defendants: presentation to 
this Court as well as of defendants! intent, Therefore, in what Polilows,



te tend ocx plaintiff will compere what defendants® did represent to this Court and 

the meanings given thereto with the souwces cited, 

That not a Single statement in defendants! Motion is factual and 

truthful hes been shown, 

“4 

Defendants! "Statement of Meterial Facts" 

The first pepers in support of the Notion is labelled as a "Stetement 

of Material Facts as to which There is No Genuine Issue." Aside from its 

lack of faithfulness and fidelity, this representation omits, to the point 

of deceiving the Court, what is most material, The law imposes a burden 

on plaintiff, beginning with requesting the public information, then, if 

denied, making appeal, and so forth. Because defendants! alleged statement 

a a of the "material facts" makes no reference to these most material facts, to 

the arduous efforts represented.in plaintiff's requests, plaintiff presents 

a summary of them to the Court, Aside from verbal requests going back to 

the first of November, 1966, in that case made to the then-Archivist in 

person, these requests, beginning with December 1, 1969, and the relatively 

few responses, some months Long. tn be dies made , total 25, Of these, 

plaintiff's letters to the Government totel 16, Of the Governments nine 

letters, only four were written prior to the filing of the complaint, 
  

The single one of plaintiff's letters Quoted was his appeal (and defendants 

are so unfaithful with that. letter they even misdate it). me of defendants! 

letters only is quotesed, its self-serving character becomes obvious when 

it is recalled that there was no response of any kind.to plaintiffts 

appeal under the law until this letter ~ written about three months after 
  
  

the appeal was made and not until 21 days after the complaint wes filed,   

    

That single one of defendants! letters is a falsity, as previously set 

forth, and is the grossest misrepresentation of everytning, the pre vious 

correspondence on both sides and the appeal to which it pretends re sponse 

and pretends non-rejection, The obvious purpose of the latter dishonesty 

being either to deceive this Court or to defraud plaintiff, Clearly, 
ae Court was in the mind of the author or authors of that misrepresentea. 
tion, This is no less grievous an offense because the law and all else 

relevant stipulate promptness in handling appeals, as heretofore cited,



J. fhe language of H, Rept. 9 addresses the meaning of the law and the 

intent of the Congress on just this point: 
& 

. i: 

",..if a recucst for information is denied by an agency subordinate 
bhe person making the request is entitled to prompt revieu. 1e pe n me g t I 

Leither a three-month delay nor a delay until three weeks efter the 

filing of a complaint meet this reauirement, 

This requirement is emphasized in the Attorney General's liemorandun, 

where it is quoted on page 28, end by the added language of this Memorandun, 

“Every effort should be made to avoid encumbering the epplicant'ts peth 

with procedural obstacles..." (p.el}. 

As will be seen, it is required under defendants! own regulations, 

Nor is it less grievous to cuote incompletely end out of context, 

to make the words quoted appear to: mean other than what they actually sey 

and mean by omission of the relevant, which is what here wes done, 

There are 12 paragraphs in pleintiff'ts appeal. Cf these, nine 

refer to requests made and refused, (bviously, such selection and extrenely 

limited quotation of it cannot possibly be faithful to it, leest of, on & 
representation of the "Material facts as to. which there is no genuine 

issue", | 

The first such omission hides from this Gourt the fact that plaintiff 

also had actually eppealed earlier and, in effect, on several occasions, 

The Archivist's personal acknowledgment of this has alreacy been auoted, 

Plaintiff's formal appeal of June 20, 1960, was then edited to accomplish 

two deceptions which amount to frauds: to make it appear that pleintiff 

had requested end been refused less than is the case; and that he had been 

given access to this public information, which is false. 

Thus, the first editing of plaintiff's appeal to this Court ems with 
three dots, This eliminated reference to earlier appeals, as acknowledged 
by the Archivist § thatthe~truth-of—uhics—hes—already--been-quoted-from_the_ 

Avehivistts—Letter-— | | 
",..anticipating that these requests would be re jected,I asked that if re jected,...be forwarded to you as my appeal, under your reguleiions as a necessary prerequisite to invoking of 5 U.S.c.552,,,"



ey in handling his evpeal, so he inftormec f-
-+
 

Pleintiff also anticipated de 

efendants of what they also omit, that if there was no response within a 

reasoneble time, plaintiff would be forced to proceed with filing his 

conplaint, He submits to this Court thet after all the other deleys, his 

waiting two months to file this imtant action is evidence that he sought 

to avoid it and gave defendents more then ample time to comply with law 

and regulation, 

the editing of the second quotation is designed to make & sovesr 

that pleintiffts requests were grented, As defendants presented it to this 

Court, it reads: 

"Tl have been provided . . . copies of photcgrapns of some of the 
.President's garments..." 

The omissions sey the opposite, that rather than plaintiffts requests 

being complied with he was given nothing of any value, no nore than copies 

of the already-published pictures, The first omission reads, "with utterly 

meeningless", the second, "those showing no detail, nothing but gore, or 

those" (the magnification of which was impossible), 

The first omission is designed to Jend aneir of truthfulness to 

"availeble' defendants! contrived claim that pleintiff had not exhausted his 

administrative remedies, the second to make it appear that he hed been 

supplied copies of the photographs requested whereas he had been uniformly 

end unde viatingly refused and rejected, The irsent end relevance of this 

misrepresentation of what plaintiff actually wrote and said is clear in 

Gefendantst false representations of being entitled tojudgment in their 

favor because they claimed to have complied with the law, and that "there 

is no genuine issue as to any material fact." Could this have been cleined 

to this Court without denying it the proof of the falsity of both claims, 

by editing written request as defendants were to edit law and regulations, 

The intent to deceive and defraud is made more clear with selective 

cuotation of the delayed response, which hides from the Court these two 

things: thet plaintiff's requests for copies of what was withheld were, 

without devietton, rejected; and that this reply to the appeal was not made



(
 vntil 21 deys after Piling of the complaint, the deception thus prepare 

becomes clear in dueannes on pege six of defendants! “liemorandum in 

Support", reading: 

“Notwithstanding the response of the Archives to plaintiff's 
reauests, he alleges in the complaint:" 

Tt is a minor point that defendants err even with regard to who meade 

the answer quoted, (It was not "the Archives" but the GSA Director of 

Public Affairs, ) What is deception is the quoting of @ selr.serving, 

ex post facto letter written so long efter r filing of the complaint, hiding 

this fact from the Court, and telling the Court that "Notwithstending 

the response , plaintiff then filed the complaint. That-is, meking it seem 

that not until after receipt of defendant's self-misquoted and misrepresente 

letter of response did plaintiff file the complaint, which actuelly wes   

filed 21 days before defendants! September 17 letter was written, 
  

This deception is extended on the same page, in carrying the misrepre. 

sentation of the date of the rejection of appeal further, with the clein 

ut thet certein of what are represented as plaintiffts reaquests were “disposed 

of by GSA" in this letter, Without defendants! misleading the Court on 

the dates, this spurious cleim would not have been dared, That it is false 

in end of itself is not as serious as the misrepresentation of the relation. 

ship of the claim to what allegedly was "disposed of" to the date of filing 

the instent compleint. No such "disposal" was possible after filing of 

the complaint, short of conpliance, which there has never been, 

The misrepresentation in the GSA September 17, 1970, letter rejecting 

plaintiff's requests end of if at this point, especially in the meaning 

inferred to the long final quot tation, has already bsen aflundantly exposed, 

it refuses plaintiff's requests save for the one made to obtain written 

acknowledgment of what is hidden in the acknowledgment, that despite all 

the contrary representations to this Court, exactly what plaintiff asked 

and was refused was done for the Columbia Broadcasting System, (The 

"Item 5" reference, This kind of blending of schmalz and gore is not the 

raw material of’ Jenuine scholarship and study.) 
v 

Thus there is further deception practiced upon end hidden from this



Sourt., this phrasing hides it from the Court, But the mere existence 

    

of this CBS film is total disproof of the spurious claims that relief 

cannot be granted and that what plaintiff asks is prevented by the femily 

contract, Shieh hus, plaintiff again emphasizes, seeks to plece the onus 

of suppression on the family. 

Among the other things edited out to mislead this Court is pleintiff's 

stetement, "I was denied copies" of what was sought, Thus hidden was the 

‘failure of either the rejection of the appeal or the Motion and its addende 

to either admit this or assume the burden of proof and prove such denial 

is proper and authorized under lew and regulation, (The opposite is the 

case.) The providing of copies is required by both law and regulation, 

There is an editing that is relevant because of the requirement of 

the law that requests be for "identifiable records", Thus plaintiff's 

letter is made by editing to read, 

"Tt is the only such photograph in the Archives of which I have 
knowledge . . . I asked for it or an enlargement" etc, 

There were and are other photographs of which plaintiff knew and of 

which he did request copies, What was edited out of the consideration of 

this Court mekes that clear. | 

In: addition to the foregoing, there is nothing in defendants "SCaTE RT 

Q* MATERIAL FACTS AS TO WHICH THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE" about which there 

is "no genuine issue", 

The first.numbered is false in that it does not reflect what plaintiff 

seeks and in also misrepresenting what he does seek, He does not seek to 

make his own photographs, as pre viously proven with direct quotation of 

the requests, and he does seek what is here hidden from the Court, conies 

of the existing pictures, 

  

The second repeats this misrepresentation, 

The third, like the second, could be honestly represented to the 
. . 

\ . t s . Court but it is not. It repeats again what is not true, that plaintiff 

wants the articles rether than pictures, and that these "articles are on 

deposit by virtue of a suppressed "Memorandum of Transfer" dated 18 months 

al | f
e
 earlier, Moreover, the "articles" are official evidence of an offic 

function of Government, the President's Commission,



Government, if that Government is determined to prevail, to have its 

wey. How much less, then, is it possible for a lone man, with neither 

means nor influence, to enjoy his rights, faced with the determination 

of Government. to’ deny them? . 

And if any one man is denied his rights, who can depend upon the 

enjoyment of his own? 

Ts there then freedom? Is there then a Government of laws? 

The Congress enacted a law, the one plaintiff invokes, to guarantee 

and assure public access to public informetion, Congress hed to enact 

this seemingly superfluous law because Government power and abuse of 

power had grown to the point where the public was regularly and systemati- 

cally denied access to public informetion, That same bureaucracy now 

has seized upon this law as a meanjof subverting it to further deny 

the public that public informetion the law requires be made freely 

available (under careful safeguards to protect the rights of individuals 

who might otherwise be hurt), and now argues that Congress “Created a 

right without a remedy", in the words of the Court of Appeals in 

American Mail Tines v. Gulick. 
  

This instant case and the foregoing record are samples of the ends 

to which that bureaucracy is willing to go and does go to eocweses 

public information. In this case it is information that is not congenial 

to official postures, 

f 

Here we have a bureaucracy that first exhausts a private citizen 

with one device of har#essment and suppression after another, literally 

runs him ragged in the hope that his determination will weaken and die, 

to the end that public information be suppressed, In order to accomplish 

this illicit purpose when that determination persists, the same 

bureaucracy is willing to and does impose upon the trust of a Court, in 

effect lying to that Court, distorting and adding false emphasis to 

quotation of the law, regulations and relevant other records, [It 

eliminates what is germatxa from the consideration of the court and 

represents as true to that Court that which it knows to be false,



Le . : oa 
So, what we have here is an “atension of the truly subversive, an 

attempt to convert the Courts into an instrument of suppression, 

If justice and legal rights have become no more than a game to be 

practiced betwech adiersanies, with anything either edversary thinks 

he can get awey with or in fact does get away with, no matter how dis. 

honest, how knowingly unfaithful to the lew and applicable regulations, 

can with impunity misinform or underinform a court, and can do this 

deliberately, and all this can be done in an effort to deny another his 

rights, what has the lew become, what does justice come to mean, how 

can it be dispensed by judges, and is there any meaning to laws creating 

and sanctifying peoplets rights? 

Tn this case we deal with what should be close to sacred in a 

country such as ours: the assassination of a beloved President; the 

Government's investigation and account of that awful crime; and the 

availability, really meaning the suppression, of public information 

about both the crime and its officiel investigation, Here the suvpression 

is by the investigator, the executive branch of Government. 

We also deal with a first-amendment right, for by subterfuge, 

various demeaning and delaying tricks, and violation of law and regule- 

tions, that same Government makes a writer's first-amendment rights 

meaningless, There is and can be no genuine freedom of speech and of 

the press without unimpeded access to public information, 

And nowthe seme powerful forces twist. the law to perpetuate this 

Suppression and the denial of rights under the law, 

Motive may be no more sinister than the predicteble desire of 

bureaucracy to protect itself. But more than that is at stake. And 

free society cannot survive the hiding of some bureaucratic errors, 

certainly not those that vitiate basic rights, 

Even more than the foregoing is inherent in this simple case, 

made complicated only by the obfuscations undertaken by the Government 

and the requirement imposed upon the plaintiff that he respond to them



in an effort to obtain what he regards as his rights and to prevent 

the making and preservation of a false record on Subjects of such 

contemporaneous end historical import, 

There are the reputations of those eminent men called upon to 

undertake so unpleasant a task as that of this Presidential Commission. 

Most, if not all, have said they did so reluctantly. ‘Several heve 

Said they refused the appointment, One of these has explained his 

reasons to plaintiff. None served with expectation or possibility of 

personal gain, Because of the megnitude of the investigation and ell 

the things that had to be covered, to which a considerable volume of 

the utterly irrelevant was added by the Department of Justice but had 

to be considered by the staff, if not the members, of the Commissions 

and because almost without exception the members of the Commission were 

already over-committed to the public service and already carried 

responsibilities too great for the average man, most of the work 

hecessarily fell to the staff, Yet the responsibility was that of 

the members, Cne cannot read the transcripts of the executive sessions 

of the members without realizing that from the first it was impossible 

for them to keep up with what was happening and that they were acutely 

aware of this and deeply troubled by it. 

Despite the wealth and power of the Government, this Commission 

and its members were Severely limited, They were limited by pressing 

political considerations, which is not exceptional in ovr Society, 

They were limited by the information that reached them and by what did 
not, by the volume of the irrelevant heaped upon them end by the lack 

of the relevant, They were further limited by the expert interpreta. 

tions am opinions that were made for them ~ and here plaintiff repeats 
that almost all were made by the Department of Justice, which is 
defendants! counsel in this instant case and is saddled with a conflict 
because it wes the source of the expert opinions and interpretations 

of precisely what the House Report properly termed the "critical" ana 
so 1 7 "vital" evidence,



Cre : eu Tees man Coden Fl Under the best and normal conditions, men err, Even Jesus trusted 

Judas, Those men and institutions we have come to regard as capable 

of rendering good and faithful judgments, the judges and the courts, 

we assume eons Will err, and our system of justice has built into 

it the mechenism for the correction of error by the most eminent, 

trusted and respected, | 

Under what certainly were less than the best conditions, surely 

abnormal conditions, beyond question great pie ssures, the possibility 

of error by a body such as this President's Commission were greater 

than average, | 

When we consider that the Supreme Court has reversed itself, we 
know that when men in highest places do err, the world does not Shake, 

our Government is not cast into crisis, the populace does not take to 

the streets with ferebrands, We expect error, recognize it as a 
natural, human flaw, But we also expect the possibility of its 
rectification, We have come to essume this. tt is a basis of our 
Social and political structure and of faith, 

rae 

LO Cuiusider the possibility that such eminent men as those who 
were the members of this Commission could have made a mistake is to 
Consider them no more and no less than hunan beings, It is no secret 
Some of them had the mos+ Serious doubts ebout the conclusions they 
Signed, fhey did not write their Report. Some exvressed the most 
troubled disagreement with it, cne member. has shared some of this with the plaintifr, | 

To consider that they could have made a mistake is not to consider 
3 as some of those who pose as defenders, men who had access to the 

public media and were able to reach the largest audiences, have said 
in what is anything but a defense: to consider that the conclusions 
and Report of this Commission were in any way wrong is to say there 
WaS a conspiracy extending downuere from the Attorney General to the 
Jowliest charnaid in the Department of Justice, Such comment was not 

r 

defense indictment ‘hos ense but indictment, and when it is recalled who was then the Attorney



Generel (and the line taken by his successors in this present cease 

inherently is a parallel if not en identical one), the motive of such 

"defenders" becomes suspect, 

If there was error, that should be Inown. If there was no error, 

that, too, sien a be known, Neither cen be established without free 

access by everyone interested, especially those in the best position 

to understand and evaluate, to every scintilla of evidence that remains, 

("Remains" is not a figure of speech; some does not.) 

Public confidence in either the Commission or the Government is 

not fostered by suppression, no matter how it is dignified by calling 

it "withholding", Making what is now denied available to the public © 

70 years hence does no good today. (Assuming that more of it does not 

disappear or become tainted,) 

This is not to say that what can injure the innocent should be 

publicly available, It should not be, Where it has been end plaintiff 

hes been provided with it, as has happened often, plaintiff has applied 

strictures not applied by Government and has removed the defamations 

from his writing. While the Government has refused copies of official 

evidence to the plaintiff and has gone to court to continue to deny it 

to him =~ evidence as completely innocent as Still pictures of clothing - 

it simultaneously has made available hundreds of pages of material 

that can be seriously injurious to the innocent, Simultaneously, 

while refusing plaintiff certain identified items of public information 

and claiming providing it is precluded by the law under which it was 

sought and this action is brought, it volunterily made it evailable 

to him outside the law, Now it cannot be both ways at one and the same 
time, Here plaintiff means literally one and the same time. Plaintiffts 

official application for certain data was rejected by the Depa tment 

of Justice. His appeal was likewise rejected by the Attorney General, 

The Attorney General holds, in writing, that while the exemptions of 
the law are not mandatory and he can find they need not be applied, 

in this case he did not waive them several months ago, when plaintiff 
eppealed, But while plaintiff's application was rejected and his 

appeal turned down, at that very time the same Department of Justice  



declassified ea large percentage of this identical material, and plaintiff? 

now has it, Surely this is not action under the law, serous judgments, 

anything better than what, on Signing the law, President Johnson said 

should eon controlling, the whim of some official. If these 

papers could not be released to plaintiff on his proper and formal 

request, under the law, they also could not have been, as they at that. 

time were, declassified, but not made available to plaintiff until 

several months later (and then, deceptively, only in part, hiding the 

fact that others also were declassified and available ~ at least as 

much or more in volume ). huge 

Such toying with the law does not. build public confidence in the 

law or in Government. But these are only a few of the contemporaneous 

examples of precisely this and under this law, by this Government. 

Another is the release of several hundreds of pages of dociments that 

had been classified and withheld at the National Archives by order of 

  

  

the Departrent of Justice, These many withheld pages, ordered withheld 

by the Depertment of Justice, had already been published by the 
ieee oar   

Commission! More than seven years earlier end prior to their being Deere beet at tees 

  

  

  

ordered withheld! If the Court doubts this for one moment, the 

Archivist, if he knows what goes on in his agency, can enlighten the 

Court, If the Archivist has no personal knowledge, the men in immediate 

charge of this particular archive can be reached by phone at 93.6962, 

And, should it interest the Court, if they do not so inform the Court, 

plaintiff will deliver copies of the printed pages, printed by the 

. Warren Commission, and copies of what, at about the time the motion 

to which this response was filed, was released by the Archives, 

What this also addresses is the dependability of the Government's 

word when it says that certain evi Genes must be withheld, What is 

withheld too often is hot withheld because law and regulation require 

it end is withheld to Suppress, contrary to law and regulation, as in 
this instant case, And what is released, again too often, is what 

should not be, under any circumstarmes,



3 n 
va ve x ¢ 

Pleintiff is not suggestins for a minute that those who 

  

released that which should not be are unaware that it should not be. 

Rather does he believe that they have selected a variety of nobodies 

and the i11, people without influence or power, to make what can hurt 

them freely available, hoping thereby to create a demand for further 

suppression of that genuine and meaningful evidence still withbeld and 

desired to be withheld by the Government, But it is not those who, 

Like plaintiff, regard this svb ject matter with utmost seriousness, 

who have any interest in or any intention of using such freely-available 

defamatory material. 

Such whimsical application of law and regulation is not in the 

imerest of the family of the assassinated President. It is not in 

the interest of and certainly does not tend to defend or protect the 

reputations of the eminent men who were the members of this Commission. 

It is, in fact, in plaintiffts view, a great tragedy shat one of the 

members of this Commission died harboring the most serious doubts 

about the most basic conclusions of the Commission on which he served, 

That member sh ared these dowbts with plaintiff, Better by Tar, especially 

for the members of the Commission, that if their work was in any wey 

or manner flawed, it be known while they live, that they may, if they 

desire, Say whatever they may feel they should and so that, if they are 

So disposed, they may do whatever they might feel impelled to do to 

rectify any such error, f[t certainly is no kindness to the now-deed 

member for his defense and justification in the history of the country 
to have to be vested in so weak and uninfluential a defender as the 
plaintiff in this instant action, oe 

Only truth is ever a defense of any action or decision, Only 
truth can rectify error, Truth can be established only by fact, in 

this case public information, It can be first understood and then 
presented only by those with the requisite knowledge, On this question, 
that can come with only an unbelievable amount of time am work, none 
ot it agreeable or in any manner remunerative, There can be no profit 
an 1,



\ 

a Unless, of course, the applicant is a rich and powerful television 

network whose primary dedication is to interests other than unalloyed 

truth, For such an applicant there is one interpretation of law, 

regulation and contract, For those without means and influence, for 

those who do nob blindly agree with the ordained truth, these same 

laws, regulations and and contrects have different applications and 

meanings, 

No genuine, honest, public interest is served by suppressing any 

information on these subjects save that which is, without possibility 

of reasonable doubt, clearly covered by the proper and specific 

exemptions provided by the law, The interests and reputations of the 

members of the Commission are neither served nor defended by suppression, 

Suppression, in fact, is exactly opposite the expressed will of the 

former Chief Justice who headed the Commission and of the then Attorney 
General, since also assassinated, Both were consulted and both said 
that everything that could possibly be made available to the public 
should be. But the Government fostered no headlines on this, instead, 
it arranged for the widest possible attention to what made it appear 
that the family of the victim was responsible for the Suppression of 
evidence, This was arranged by first denying plaintiff. access to that 
Same public information and later making it aveilable to one who could 
be depended upon to look for sensation and not to have the knowledge 
required for correct analysis and understanding of what he was given, 
the contract in this case, (Complaint Paragraphs lll8 and Exhibit P) 

The reasons given plaintiff for refusing his request in that. 
instance were Spurious, for if true they were not Subject to change, 
But over and above that, they were legally invalid under the American 
Meil Lines y, Gulick Gecision,   

Still again, there is the question of the seriousness with which 
law and regulation are regarded and obeyed by the Gover nment, including 
defendants in this instant case and their counsel above all, 

A proper and reasonable standard was Biven by the President upon 
his Signing of the law under which this action is brought:



— 

T have elweys believed thet freedom of informetion is so 
vitel that only the nationel security, not the Gesire of public 
officials or private citizens, should determine when it must be 
restricted, - 

Surely there is no question of "national security" in pictures of 

official evidence, pictures of garments! 

Most reprehensible of all is the effort, elsewhere and in the 

motion to which this responds, to make it appear that the suppression 

is the doing of those who have already suffered irreparably and most 

of all, the survivors of the victim, Theat is despicable beyond 

adequate description because it is contrary to their interest and to 

the conditions of their donation to the National Archives, [It is a 

particularly insidiovs and evil trickery because under IV(2) of that tet 

the person upon whom this can be blamed is one prominent in political 

life. He is not of the party now in control of the executive branch 

and he is widely and popularly regarded as one who may at some dey 

present a challenge to the present edministration, 

Saying that the Suppression of this evidence was caused by the 

See AP OL 
emily of a ie late President is implicit end explicit in "Li1.argument™, 

sections B and GC, In these sections, the thrust of defendants! 

argument is that suppression is required by the terms of the GSA-faemily 

contract, (Complaint Exhibits A end F) This argument is furthered by 

the addition of false and misleading emphasis in quotation (the adding 

of emphasis is not always indicated), As examination of this argument 

and of the specific and relevant provisions of the contract itself in 

other addenda will show, exactly the opposite is the cease, Furthermore, 

as Complaint 2xbibit ¢c shows, the representative of the executors of 

the estate has written plaintiff expressing no objection to the providing 

of photographs to plaintiff, These letters were entirely without 

influence upon defendants or their counsel, 

So contrary is this representation of that contract to its actual 

provisions that the contract does not even permit the Governnent to 
204506 ; # WE Seon an !|(COt : / decide what a researcher's needs are, if, as is not andjcannot be challenged



as eae "serious Qu
 

in this instent case, the researcher is accredite 

scholar or investigator of matters relating to the death of the late 

President", The same provision (1.(1){b))goes much further end limits 

the right and oe of the Administrator "to deny requests for access" 

as ss . * N 
exclusively "in order to prevent undignified or sensational reproduction , 

  

(Emphasis added) 

(This happens to be the only use thus fer permitted by the Government, 

undenied in response to plaintiff's challenges) 

To this misrepresentation of the contract by counsel for defendants, 

the Department of Justice, making it appear that the family is the 

cause of the suppression, other facts ought to be added for under. 

Standing of the strange situation that is thus brovght about: 

This clothing was first covered in a certain "Memorandum of? 

Transfer" of April, 1965. By different subterfuges, that was denied 

plaintiff by the National Archives, Later, when the Secret Service, 

which executed this said memorandum, gave a copy thereof to the 

National Archives, to be given to plaintiff, the Hationel Archives 

first “neglected" to so inform plaintiff, then delayed a long time 

after plaintiff indicated knowledge thereof before making forced 

acknowledgement and then refused this copy to pleintiff., When defendants 

"Answer" was filed in this instant case, pleintiff, believing it 

required him to have knowledge of the exact provisions of this 

"Memorandun of Transfer", again asked the Secret Service for a copy, 

explaining that the coor given him by way of the Meena Archives 

had been intercepted and not delivered by the National Archives, The 

response of the Secret Service was that the Department of Justice would 

be consulted, Following this consultation, the Secret Service declined 

to directly provide plaintiff with a copy of this "Yomorendun of 

Transfer", which is also public information, having been used by the 

Government in public and in Court, (Americen Nail Lines v. Gulick is 
  

in point, )



interrogations of the accused, beginning with his errest, less than two 

hours after commission of the crime. The first thing the FBI did was 

warn or threaten ait witnesses to strict silence, which precluded the 

appearance of Gaewiedee of any versions of what these witnesses said 

or could have said except as the FBI chose to represent it, As a matter 

of fact, just this and the fidelity of FBI reporting became so scandalous 

the Commission could not avoid it, and even such probative professional 

investigators as the two Secret Service egents driving the President's 

car, one of whom was in cherge of the entire detail that day, not only 

denied saying what the FBI reported them as saying but went ferther and 

Said it was impossible, Countless SBI interviews were conducted of 

which no record or report was made to the Commission, And this, too, 

although little noticed, had to be and was considered by the Commission, 

The grim reality of immediate and unending FBI control of the 

official investigation is that it was so immediate and so thorough 

that it even foreclosed the Secret Service, which did have jurisdiction, 

vested as it is with responsibility for the security of the President 

and his protection, of the officially-~unpublished proof of this plaintiff 

has been able to obtain ~ and it is repetitious ~ one that plaintiff 

has published illustrates this abundently. 

It will be receiled that a certain rifle allegedly was the murder 

weapon, The day after the assassination, the Secret Service, having 

traced it to the seller, Kleints Sporting Goods Co., sent agente to 

their Chicago office. Until the Secret Service exerted great pressure 

on Klein's officials, they refused to say anything. The modest Secret 

Service vepresentation of the attitude of the company's vice president, 

William J. Waldmen, is presented in these words (Secret Service file 

# CO.2.31030, printed in facsimile on p. 39 of plaintiffts secona book, 
WHITEWASH II: THE FRI.SECRE?T SERVICE COVER-UP): 

ur ea * 7 7 ° . ' a It should be noted at this point that yaldman kept reiterating that he had ellegedly been instructed by the FBI not to discuss this investigation with anyone." (#mphasis in original)



. 
When Waldman was finally persuaded to talk to the only feceral >

 

agency with legal jurisdiction, in the words of the same Secret Service 

reports 

“Taldman advised Special Asent fucker thet the FBI had teen to 
his plece of business from approximately 10 p.m, on 11/22/63 
until approximately 5 a.m, on 11/23, (63 600" 

It required considerable investigating to trace the rifle to Klein's, 

then to locate company officiels and get them to their place of business 

and gain peceea to the records, but all of this wes accomplished by 

the PBI, which is to say a pert of the Departnent of Justice, which is 

defendants! counsel in this instant case, by 10 p.m. the night of the 

crime, 

Understanding of the fact that. the Department of Justice immediately 

  

took control of the actval investigation and never relinauished it, in 

plaintiff's belief, is necessary to an understanding of defendants! 

refusal to make aveilable to plaintiff that which lew end reguletion 

recuire be made available to him and to an understanding of the character, 

content and doctrine of defendants! motions, 

Accepting Director Hoover's number of agents immediately assigned 

to the case for comparison, ignoring the large number of others later 

involved in it, these 150 investigators number more than e third more 

than the entire staf’ of the Warren Commission, including the file clerks 

and typists, And of the 9h who served on the Commission, the 15 who 

were the general counsel and assistant counsel, those upon whom most% 

of the responsibility fell, are but 10% of these number of FBI egents 

  

on the investigation at the outset only. 

How understated all of this really is in representing the FBI 

control over the actual investigation is acknowledged by the Commission 

in the Foreword to its Report (xii): 

The scope and detail of the invest tigative effort by the Federel and State agencies are suzgested in part by stetistics from the’ Federal Bureeu of Investi sation and the Secret Service, ‘Immediately after the assassine .tion, more & D9 additionel PBI personnel oS were transferred to the DETTES nO CL 

CP & 
M2 
~ 
t 

  

: an Wd 2CO...l0ginning Sovember ce, LOO. tne Pederal Buréau ol InVesy. igation conducted epproximately 25, 000 interviews, (Emphasis added)



Tigwel, with the first FEI reports of investigations completed the 

very day of the assassination, which means in less than half a day from 

the time of the shooting, the immediacy of FBI control becomes apparent, 

The magnitude of the number of interviews, 25,000, can perhaps be 

grasped by comparison with the total number of printed pages produced 

by the Commission in its Report and 26 appended volumes of testimony 
from 552 witnesses and more than 5,000 exhibits, by number, All of 
these total considerably less than 25,000. 

Over and above all of this, theFBI also Supplied the Commission's 
“technical and laboratory services, including all that is herein most 
relevant, its photographic services, the interpretation of the photo 
eraphn, and the expert testimony about the Clothing (Report, Pris Glee, 
under "Examination of Clothing"), 

Thus, it can be seen that what plaintiff seeks in this instant 
action is access to the evidence that Will, for the first time, permit 
impartial study of that evidence and its meening. In turn, this means 
the first impartiel eveluetion of thc PDI fepresentation of thet 
evidence, When it is further unders ood that one of the items of which 
Plaintiff seelrs copies is those photographs of the said Clothing teken 
by the Archives because the photogrephs taken for the Commission by 
the FBI are that inadequate, and thet the other item plaintiff seeks 
is photographs essential for any study at all, including other views 
of the demage and alleged damage to the Clothing, enlargements that 

  

show the nature of this damage (which is Completely invisible in every 
  published Copy end obscured where it is visible in those provided by     

    

the Archives), views from the other side, the inside,. all existing photographs being from the outside only, and from the Side, the existing photographs not including any Side views, it becomes readily apparent that, aside Prom any defense of the denomina ated defendants in this “Bevan action, defense couns el, ine vitebly, are defending their own agency, the Department of Justice, | | 
Whether or not this is, as Generally unders Stood, a conflict of



interest, it provides special motives and interests that cen and 

plaintiff believes does cominate the form, content, expression, 

integrity and. the very neture of motions filed allegecly on behalf of 

the denominated defendants, 

Plaintiff believes end therefore alleges that the real reason for 

denying him copies of the official, public evidence he seeks in this 

instant action is for no other purpose than suppression, to deny access 

to evidence that can disprove or at the very least cast the most serious 

doubt on the federal explanation and "solution" of the assassination 

of President John F, Kennedy, 

In turn, this méans a number of other things, that investigation 

having been by and dominated by the same agency of government that in 

this action represents the denominated defendants, There is no embarrass. 

ment to the denominated defendants thet can come from complying with 

the law and their own regulations end providing the public information 

in the form of photographs that pleintiff seeks. There can, however, 

be the greatest embarrassment to the agency Supplying fevemtnated 

defendants! counsel, most of all to the Director of the Federal Bureau 

of Investigation, | 

In the passage cited above from the Directorts testimony before 

the Warren Commission, he also testified that he, personally, went over 

every request from the Commission and every response, over everything 
  

Sent to the Commission, So this Court can better understand the signi.   

Licances here alleged, plaintiff cites but a Single of the available 

cases from the Commission's record, 

FBI agents in the field provided reports to Washington saying that 
a certain thing attributed to Oswald in the Commission's Report was 

not, in fact, done by Cswald, When these field reports reached FBT 
headquarters, they were rewritten and the Commission was sent & Summary 
report saying the Opposite of what the investigative reports seid. The 
language of the Warren Report is identical with that of the rewritten, 
erroneous report prepared in FBI headquarters in Washington,



because they are not legally essential in this instant case, plaintiff 

does not attach them, but he has and can produce to this Court both 

sets of these Reports, the words of the investigators in the field and 

the opposite version of FBI headquarters, More, plaintiff personally 

interviewed these witnesses, in the presence of a public official in 

that distant jurisdiction, and with the assent of these witnesses, tape 

recorded their exact words, There is no doubt, nor was there ever any 

doubt, that this act, a significant act in any consideration of whether 

or not there had been a conspiracy to kill the President, was deliberately 

corrupted in FBI headquarters, a false account was given to the Commission 

and that false account, word for word, beceme the Commission's conclusion, 

For the FBI, such considerations exist in pleintiffts access to 

the official evidence that is denied him. tha.ohotographs plaintiff    seeks will prove the FBI wes again wrong. | 

There is a difference between proving: the FBI wrong, ehich is not 

plaintiff's purpose,and learning and establishing the truth about how 

and by whom the President was assassinated, which is. Plaintiff assures 

this Court that as of the moment of this writing, based on the evidence 

plaintiff has already obtained from the relevant photographs in plaintiff's 

possession and on competent, professional exemination thereof by a | 

Qualified, impartial expert, plaintiff can produce expert testimony 

establishing the FBI's erroneous interpretation of the sought evidence, 

the Law and existing, controlling interpretations do not require 

that applicants need provide reasons for seeking public information, 

Plaintiff believes the law and regulations are clear, that he is 

entitled to the summary judgment he asks. “However, should plaintiff 

be denied,and should it seen necessary that, because of the unusual 

nature of this case and of that public information Sought, the seriousness 

of plaintiff's purposes be established and the character and meaning 

of the evidence denied him be presented to the Court, plaintiff will 

undertake to do both and believes that he can, beyond any prospect of 

refutation,



Collsterel issues 4 Hi
 

  

Defendants have converted this cease into something more than one 

in which plaintiff has to seek the aid of the district court for the 

relief? to abieh, thewe being no genuine issue as to any meterial fact, 

he is clearly entiticd. 

This is, in fact, a case that should never have had to get before 

ea court of law, all the material facts being so clear, all on one side, 

plaintiff's, What plaintiff seeks is no more than public information 

to which he is, clearly, entitled, under all applicable law and regula- 

tion, What plaintiff seeks is no more than what defendants have already 

provided another, _ 

And on this point ~ that defendants would provide what plaintiff 

seeks to those who would say what defendants wanted said, and that to 

a vast audience, and at the same time refuse identically the same 

thing to plaintiff, who could not be depended upon to say whet defendants 
  

wanted said, albeit to what by comparison can only be to en infinitessi. 

mally smaller audience ~ we come to the essence, 

Actually, what pleintiff seeks is less trouble to defendants, 

infinitely less cost, and is much simpler, Plaintiff asks for copies 

of existing still pictures of certain officiel evidence, public records, 

and that still pictures be made for him of this same evidence showing 

views not shown in any of the existing pictures. What plaintiff asks 

is no more than defendants! everydey household chore. Complying with 

law and regulation requires no departure fron defendants: everyday 

norm, no intrusion into the work-dey of a Single employee, ‘And none 

of it except at plaintiff's cost, 

What was done for the Columbia Broadcasting System and with such 

Skill and deceit hidden from this court by the employment of tricky 

lenguage and selective quotation of the existing, written record, did 

involve considereble trouble for defendants and did involve the most 

sérious breach of a contract defendants Claim is a valid and binding 

contract, indeed, one they falsely invoke and misuse to pretend it sanctions



defendants! obvious end flegrant violation of lew end reguletions. 

_ Bringing eleborate television camera equipment into the National Archives 

Building, with the attendant crews, tracking all of this up and down 

elevators, through corridors and to wherever the photographing was done, 

intruded into the work of many people. It was a departure from the norm. 

And it did make possible use of this public evidence in the poorest 

possible taste, use that could only ceuse new and needless pain and 

suffering to those who had already suffered too much and too greatly. 

The contract between defendants and the family could not have been more 

explicit in prohibiting this. | 

Yet defendants did it, because they could depend upon the Columbia 

Broadcasting System to show and say what the Governnent wanted said, 

that the Government's investigetion of the assassination of the 

President and its Report thereon were, in essence, correct and dependable, 

For this profit, defendants were willing to violate their contractual 

obligation, risk this edded pain and suffering to the survivors, ceuse 

whatever added public enguish that might have ensued, 

Plaintiff, on the other hand, has written critically of the official 

investigation of this monstrous crime and has exposed and brought to 

light flews in the official reporting thereof, Plaintiff has, from 

the very first of his extensive writing, said that the expected job 

has not been done and must be, entirely in public end preferably by 

the Congress, He has since devoted himself, his investigating and 

research, and his writing, to laying a basis for this, to attempt to 

right wrong, to effectuate justice ~ to make society work, 

He has, aS a consequence, been the recipient of rather unusual 

attentions many, if not all, of which can be of only an official nature, 

Some, without doubt, are, and plaintiff has the irrefutable proof in 

his possession, Some of the intelligence by the federal government 

against plaintiff was subcontracted, And some of the subcontrectorts 

employees, being devoted to a genuinely free and democratis. society 
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being opposed to Orwellian official intrusions into privete lives end 

especially into the rights and freedoms of writers in ea society such 

as ours, havé voluntarily provided this proof, These persons were 

total strangers to plaintiff, 

For such improper and illegal violations of the rights and freedoms 

of Americans, our government has established "fronts". Plaintiff, 

whose belief, interests and hopes do not call for scandalous treatment 

of such serious topics as the assassination of a President and study 

of it and its official investigation, has eschewed scandal and, although 

he is a writer, has not exploited this ready-made scandal delivered 

to him, But plaintiff does have not electrostatic but actual carbon 

copies of those reports made to the federal Government, records of 

communication between the front esteblished by the Government, funded 

and maintained by it, records of communication between this front and 

subcontractor, envelopes in which payments to the subcontractor were 

made and even copies of checks made in payment for such nefarious end 

improper services, 

There have been more such untoward things, There have been 

intrusions into plaintiff's use of the mails, with both his letters 

and manuscripts intercepted, in one case certainly and in another 

possibly preventing publication of pleintiffts manuscripts, And of 

this also plaintiff has proof in his possession, 

There have been shadowings, agerits planted in audiences, And to 

this plaintiff has credible witnesses to Support his own observations, 

There is substantial reason to believe there also has been 

electronic eavesdropping, 

Entirely aside from the foregoing, plaintiff, having had improper 

interest in and libels of him attributed to FBI agents (something 
plaintiff is unwilling to believe and cannot prove), reported this to 

the Department of Justice and asked at least pro forma denial, if only 

for the record, In two years, and after renewal of the request, no 

Such denial has been forthcoming, Having reason to believe that Arny



intelligence spied upon him on at least one occasion, end in acdition, 

intercepted, pilfered and damaged plaintiff's luggage, records, broke 

his tape-recorder and ruined his typewriter, the interception and damage 

being a matter ‘= loacond with the eir line involved, hes had no response 

to repeated letters to the Army. Two requests for instructions, 

regulations and any forms required by the Army under 5 U.S.C, 552 are 

unanswered, after two months, | 

Failure to respond to requests for knowledge required for use of 

5 U.S.C. 552 are not the exception but the rule with Government agencies, 

at least where the requests come from plaintiff. The last time plaintiff 

was in the Department of Justice building, he sought copies of their 

regulations from the designated office and from the offices of the 

lawyers involved and could not get them from either, 

By the most remarkable coincidence, all three aspects —~ Government 

Suppression of public information, eavesdropping and Surveillance, and 

improper interest in plaintiff — are encapsulated in a Herblock cartoon 

published in the Washington Post of Sunday, February 7, 1971, while / 

these papers were being prepared for the Court. (Copy attached) Vif, la 2D) 

So, this, what seems like a Simple case in which bureaucracy just 

arbitrarily denies plaintiff that public information which without 

doubt is both public information and the right of plaintiff, is much 

more then that, 

Nor is it a simple matter of bureaucratic arbitrariness, or of 
official, personal dislike of plaintiff, vented in this improper manner, 

“What we have here is a symptom of ea dangerous national illness, of 
en officially—suffered malignancy that presents a great hazard to our 
Society, Jt is, in plaintiff's belief, a subversion of any free society, 

The Congress passed a law to assure all Americans certain rights, 
Ours is the kind of Society in which precisely these rights are SASS RUL EI 
the kind of s Society that cannot survive in this form without the full 
en joyment of just these rights 

There is no wealth or power tha can match that of the federal


